APP-A library sequencing with MGI’s DNBSEQ-G400RS
high-throughput sequencing platform* (HotMPS)
Streamlined workflow for APP-A sequencing using the Genetic Sequencer DNBSEQ-G400RS* and the HotMPS
High-throughput Sequencing Set**

Highlight
Diverse non-MGI NGS libraries
can be efficiently converted
into MGI DNB libraries for
subsequent sequencing on the
DNBSEQ-G400RS*

Sequencing of the converted
libraries is highly accurate, as
demonstrated by Q20 and
Q30 scores above 95%
regardless of starting library
type

A simple workflow using highly
reliable MGI kits and instruments broadens the range of
NGS library types that can be
sequenced with the efficiency
of DNBSEQTM technology

Introduction
MGI Tech Co. Ltd (MGI) offers a collection of DNBSEQ benchtop sequencing platforms to support a variety of
NGS libraries using the MGI library conversion options. MGI’ s Genetic Sequencer DNBSEQ-G400RS* (MGI,
Cat. No. 900-000493-00) utilizes an innovative flow cell system that can support various sequencing modes
and an optimized optical and biochemical system that enables the whole sequencing process to be
completed within a short period of time, offering the user a simplified and streamlined sequencing
experience.
The MGIEasy Universal Library Conversion Kit (APP-A) (MGI, 16 RXN, Cat. No. 1000004155) is designed for any
non-MGI linear dsDNA library conversion and is optimized for MGI sequencing platforms. A linear dsDNA
library can be converted to a single-stranded circular (ssCir) DNA library – or APP-A library – and then
sequenced on the MGI Genetic Sequencer DNBSEQ-G400RS platform* with the HotMPS High-throughput
Sequencing Set** (MGI, G400 HM FCL PE100, Cat. No 940-000091-00).
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Workflow

Fig. 1: The workflow of APP-A library sequencing.

Sample information and library preparation
Three libraries prepared by different companies were converted to APP-A libraries using the MGIEasy
Universal Library Conversion Kit. Details about samples and libraries are provided in table 1. The resulting
APP-A libraries were then sequenced on the DNGSEQ-G400RS* with the HotMPS Sequencing Set** and
percent quality scores were used to evaluate sequencing performance.

Company providing library

SOPHiA GENETICSTM

TWIST BIOSCIENCE

Sample type

Human cell line FFPE

NA12878

Library prep kit name

SOPHiA DNA Library Prep Kit II

Library Preparation EF 2.0
with Enzymatic
Fragmentation and Twist
Universal Adapter System(1)

Library type

Tumor panel

WES

LEXOGEN

QuantSeq
3'mRNA(2)

RNA

Conversion kit name

MGIEasy Universal Library Conversion Kit

Sequencing kit name

HotMPS High-throughput Sequencing Set (G400RS HM FCL PE100)**
Genetic Sequencer DNBSEQ-G400RS*

Device
Sequencing mode

PE100

(1) For research use only. Not for use in diagnostics procedures.Not for use in the USA.
(2) QuantSeq kits focus on gene expression studies by targeting the 3’ end of polyadenylated RNA.
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Sequencing
Deep sequencing was performed according to the Genetic Sequencer DNBSEQ-G400RS* protocol using the
PE100 mode and HotMPS High-throughput Sequencing Set**. Based on DNBSEQ T M technology (Fig. 2),
DNBSEQ-G400RS* and sequencing kits** generate high-quality and highly accurate sequencing results.
Sequencing starts with the hybridization of a DNA anchor, then a fluorescent probe is attached to the DNA
Nanoball (DNB) using combinatorial probe anchor sequencing (cPAS) chemistry. Finally, the high-resolution
imaging system captures the fluorescent signal.

Featues of MGI‘s DNA Nanoball Sequencing
(DNBSEQTM):
Linear amplification
Low amplification bias
No amplification error accumulation
Lower index hopping

Fig. 2: DNA nanoball sequencing technology.

Data analysis
Data were evaluated on the MegaBolt platform using default parameters in all analyses.

Results
Whole Exome Sequencing (WES) – TWIST BIOSCIENCE
WES libraries from Twist Bioscience were converted to APP-A libraries and generated average Q20 and Q30
scores above 96% (Fig. 3). Converted libraries from Twist Bioscience into MGI DNB libraries for subsequent
HotMPS** sequencing generated high-quality data.

Fig. 3: The Q30 and Q20 of read 1 and read 2 bases for 7 Twist Bioscience libraries sequenced
by HotMPS** after conversion into MGI DNB libraries.
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Tumor Panel – SOPHiA DDM Solid Tumor Solution by SOPHiA GENETICSTM
The SOPHiA DDM Solid Tumor Solution generates a tumor panel library. Several of these libraries were converted
into APP-A libraries for HotMPS** sequencing. As shown in Figure 4, the average Q20 and Q30 were above 99%
and 97%, respectively. By converting the SOPHiA libraries, the tumor panel could be sequenced by HotMPS** with
great accuracy.

Fig. 4: The Q30 and Q20 of read 1 and read 2 bases for 16 SOPHiA DDM Solid Tumor Solution libraries sequenced
by HotMPS** after conversion into MGI DNB libraries.

RNA-seq – LEXOGEN
Libraries prepared from RNA samples were successfully converted to APP-A libraries for HotMPS** sequencing.
Converted RNA-seq libraries from LEXOGEN generated reads with Q20 and Q30 scores above 96% as shown in
Figure 5. The high-quality outcomes were corroborated by a higher average total clean read ratio (above 99%)
for HotMPS** (Fig. 6) and an average rRNA ratio of each sample that was less than 2%. All results clearly
demonstrate the accuracy and efficacy of HotMPS** sequencing after converting the LEXOGEN library into an
APP-A library.
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Fig. 5: The Q30 and Q20 of read 1 and read 2 bases for
LEXOGEN libraries sequenced by HotMPS** after
conversion into MGI DNB libraries.
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Fig. 6: The total clean read ratio of LEXOGEN libraries
sequenced by HotMPS.**

Conclusion
With high Q30 scores and effective reads, the DNBSEQ-G400RS* coupled with the HotMPS High-Throughput
Sequencing Set** generated high-quality sequencing data from a variety of DNA libraries converted into APP-A
libraries using the MGIEasy Universal Library Conversion Kit automated on the MGISP-960RS (MGI, Cat. No.
900-000146-00). This conversion solution is an effective way of making non-MGI NGS libraries compatible with
HotMPS** sequencing on the DNBSEQ G400RS* platform.

Ordering information
Product Name

Catalog No.

Genetic Sequencer DNBSEQ-G400RS*

900-000493-00

High-throughput Automated Sample Preparation System MGISP-960RS

900-000146-00

HotMPS High-throughput Sequencing Set (G400 HM FCL PE100)**

940-000091-00

MGIEasy Universal Library Conversion Kit (App-A)

1000004155

High-Throughput Sequencing Primer Kit (App-C)

1000027472

About MGI
MGI Tech Co., Ltd. (referred to as MGI) is committed to building core tools and technologies to lead life science
through intelligent innovation. MGI focuses on R&D, production, and sales of DNA sequencing instruments,
reagents, and related products to support life science research, agriculture, precision medicine, and healthcare.
MGI is a leading producer of clinical high-throughput gene sequencers, and its multi-omics platforms include
genetic sequencing, medical imaging, and laboratory automation.
MGI, founded in 2016 in Shenzhen, China, is one of the few companies worldwide that can develop and mass-produce clinical genetic sequencers. Providing real-time, comprehensive, life-long solutions, its vision is to lead life
science innovation.
At present, MGI has more than 1,800 employees and operates in more than 70 countries and regions serving more
than 1,100 customers around the world, with 8 international subsidiaries including Wuhan, Qingdao, Changchun,
Kunshan and Hongkong, China, Japan, UAE, Latvia, and the USA.

MGI Tech Co.,Ltd.

400-096-6988

Building 11, Beishan Industrial Zone, Yantian District,

en.mgi-tech.com

Shenzhen, CHINA, 518083

MGI-service@mgi-tech.com
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*This sequencer is only available in selected countries, and its software has been specially configured to be used in conjunction with MGI’s
HotMPS sequencing reagents exclusively.
**This sequencing reagent is only available in selected countries.

